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Approximation with lnterpolatory Constraints 
WOLFGANG IVARTII 
Best approximation with interpolatorp constraints is considered. A sufficient 
condition for an approximating function to be a unique best approximation 
is presented. A necessary condition is deduced if uniqueness holds. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Paszkowski [I] began the investigation of approximation problems with 
interpolatory constraints. He studied approximations to continuous functions 
from a Haar space with respect to the uniform norm. Later this approximation 
problem was considered by Deutsch [2] again. He showed that there is a com- 
plete analogy of this problem to the classical Tchebycheff problem: Rest appro- 
ximations can be characterized by the existence of an alternation and the 
existence and uniqueness of a best approximation was proved. Gilormini [3, 41 
studied the approximation by rational functions that satisfy interpolatory 
constraints. A characterization theorem and a uniqueness theorem were proved. 
Loeb [5] gave an example to show that best approximations do not always 
exist. The results of Gilormini were extended by Perrie [6]. Loeb et al. considered 
in [7] the approximation by an extended Haar space with respect to a generalized 
weight function. Later a theory for constrained uniform approximation was 
developed. Hoffmann [8] proved a general necessary criterion for best approxima- 
tions and applied it to nonlinear uniform approximation with interpolation. 
Gislason and Loeb [9] completed Hoffmann’s work. In [IO] we studied con- 
strained approximation problems with equality constraints and gave applications 
to interpolatory approximation. 
To obtain characterization and uniqueness theorems the local Kolmogoroff 
criterion plays a central role. From this necessary- condition we may deduce 
alternation theorems that characterize best approximations. In [I l] we presented 
a new approach to necessary conditions for constrained approximation problems. 
Here we shall apply these results to interpolatory approcimation problems. We 
give a sufficient condition for a best approximation to be unique which is a 
generalization of well-known results. Furthermore we discuss a necessar! 
condition in the case of uniqueness. 
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2. CHARA~TER~~.~TION 0~ BEST APPROXIMATIONS 
Let X be a compact topological space with a least 12 + 1 points. Let C(X) be 
the linear space of real-valued, continuous functions defined on X. 
LetF: [w” + C(X) be a mapping, Q be an open subset of KY, (vi ,..., yrn) E R’“, 
Xl I..., xrl, distinct points of X, F* = F[Q] and V* = {V E F”: V(xj) = J’j , j = 
1 ,a-., m}. We consider the approximation of continuous functions in the uniform 
norm by F-*. 
Let the mapping g: Q + IF!” be given by Fb x1) - ~1 g(a) = i [ 1 , ~EQ, F(wnJ - 4;  
and let P = (ti E Q: g(a) = 01. Let us assume that F is continuously FrCchet- 
differentiable at every 01 E P. For 01 E P let 
T(a) = F’(a) [R”], d(cu) = dim T(or), 
E(a) = {h E R?: g’(a) h = O}, 
F”(a) = F’(4 Lwl, a(a) = dim T(N). 
For a function f~ C(X), f  # 0, let 
n!z,+ = {x E X:f(x) = llfl~}, nq = {x E X:f(x) = - llfll}, 
and 
iv, = nzf+ u iq-. 
Property A is satisfied at 01~ E P, if there is a mapping 6: R” -+ [Wn (1 < q < m), 
so that J is continuously FrCchet-differentiable at q-, , P = {a E Q: j(a) = 0}, 
E(a,) = {h E lRn: g’(c+,) h = O}, and J’(aO): Rn -+ Iwg is surjective. 
In the case of linear or rational approximation property A is satisfied at every 
a E P. 
If  q, E P, d(q,) > m, and T(cu,) is a Haar space (every h E T(a,) h # 0 has at 
most d(cq,) - 1 zeros) then property A is satisfied at 01~. 
We use the representation theorem for extremal functionals and apply the 
necessary condition for constrained approximation [I 1, Theorem 51. Then we 
obtain 
THEOREM 1. Let f E C(X), 01~ E P so that F(cu,) is a best approximation to f. 
Suppose f # F(a,). If property A is satisJed at 01~ then 
min{(f (4 - F(a, , 4) h(x): x E W-F(~J) < 0 
for every h E F(ol,). 
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An equivalent formulation of Theorem 1 can be given: “0 is an element of a 
certain convex set.” Then, by standard methods, alternation theorems can be 
deduced. 
Theorem 1 is a generalization of the necessary criteria in [l-9]. 
A best approximation is characterized by the necessary condition of Theorem 
1, if F has property D : For every OL E Q and every v  E F* there is an h E T(cz) and a 
function 4 E C(X) so that 
(i) +(X) > 0 for every x E X, 
(ii) v  -F(a) = $h. 
Property D was introduced by Krabs [13]. There it was called “Darstell- 
barkeitsbedingung.” In the case of linear or rational approximation Property D 
is satisfied. 
In Section 3 we use Theorem 1 to deduce a sufficient condition for a best 
approximation to be unique. 
3. -4 SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR UNIQUENESS 
A finite-dimensional linear subspace H # (0) of C(X) is called an interpola- 
tory Haar space, if every h E H, Iz # 0, has at most dim H - 1 zeros apart 
from x1 ,..., x,,, . 
I f  CX~ E P, d(q) > m and T(cy,) is a Haar space, then T(%) is an interpolatory 
Haar space. 
A signature Ic> = (M+, fif-) is a pair of disjoint, closed subsets of S with 
M+uM-# 0. Let 
<Q(X) = 
i 
1 if XEM+, 
-1 if xEM-. 
ii? is called extremal for or, E I’* if 
min{~~(x) (W(N) - w,,(x)): x E M+ u M-} < 0 
for every w E I’*. I f  fE C(X), f  # 0, then &l, = (MI+, M,-) is a signature. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be perfectly normal. Let f~ C(X) - V*, f(xJ = yj for 
j = I,..., m. Suppose that property D holds as well as property A at every OL E P. 
Then there is at most one best approximation to f ;f T(a) is an interpolatory Haur 
space for every (Y E P. 
Proof. Since property D is satisfied and lroperty A holds at every ol E P, 
best approximations are characterized by the Kolmogoroff criterion; hence V* 
is an a-sun; for the definition see [15]. 
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We suppose that there is a functionfE C(X) - V*,f(xJ = yj for j = I,..., m 
so that f has two distinct best approximations w,, , wi . We can apply the inter- 
section theorem [15, “Durchschnittssatz”]. Let 
then M == (M+, n/l-) is a signature that is extremal for u0 . There is a function 
w E C(X), so that w(x) = <a(x) f or every x E M+ u M- and 1 w(x)] < 1 for 
every x E X - (M+ U M-). From the Kolmogoroff criterion we deduce that V, 
is a best approximation to fi = w -k v,, . Let 01s E P so that F(c+,) = ZIP . Theo- 
rem 1 implies 
rnin{~~(~) h(x): x E Mf u M-} < 0 (3.1) 
for every h E P(%). Since T(c~g) is an interpolatory Haar space Mf u M- con- 
tains at least d(ae) + 1 points. There is a function 4 E C(X) and a function 
h, E T(cr,) so that $(.Y) > 0 for every x E X and oi - z?,, = @z,, . Then h, has at 
least J(a,,) + 1 zeros distinct from xi ,..., x,,, . Then h, = 0, which is a contra- 
diction. 
Remark 1. In the case of linear or rational approximation we do not have to 
assume that X is perfectly normal. An easy computation shows, that if & is 
extremal for o0 then (3.1) holds. We do not have to construct a functionf, to 
obtain (3.1). 
Remark. Theorem 2 holds if .ri ,... , *t”, $ Mf--F(aro) holds. We need not assume 
the interpolation condition to show that a certain element of I/* is a unique 
best approximation to f. 
References [l, 21 consider the mapping F: W + C(X) given by (0~~ ,..., a,) ++ 
C aiui where u1 ,..., U, E C(X) are a basis for a Haar space. We can apply 
Theorem 2 to obtain the uniqueness result presented there. Let ui ,..., uk E C(X) 
and a, ,..., ~i E C(X) be two linear independent systems. Let 
81 = /(A I...> pi) E [w’: 1 fiiVi(x) > 0 for all x E X I 
and Q = Iw” x Qi . Let F: Q -+ C(X) be given by 
This mapping is considered in [3, 4, 6]. In [3, 41 no uniqueness theorem is 
presented. Our Theorem 2 is a generalization of the uniqueness theorem in 
PI- 
In [14] more general considerations on approximation with constraints are 
applied to approximation with interpolatory constraints. A sufficient condition 
for a best approximation to be unique was presented. This condition can be 
deduced from Theorem 2, taking into account Remark 2. 
Nonlinear approximation is discussed in [9]. It is supposed that T(a) is a 
Haar space for every 2 E P. Via alternation theorems uniqueness results are 
obtained. 
4. A NECESSARY CONDITION 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that F has property D. Let CL,, E P. Suppose that there is a 
d E V”, 6 # F(a,) so tlzat 15 - F(a,,) has f  = c?((oI,,) zeros .Y,,,+~ ,..., x,+~ E X - 
{ x1 ,..., x,,}. Then there is a function f  E C(X), f(xj) = yj for j = I,..., m and 
5 and F(ol,) aye best approximations to f.  
Proof Let zfr ,..., 11~ be a basis for F(oL~). Choose .++,l+p+l E X so that 
( 5(x m+i+d - F(=o 9 xm+i+l )I = I/ z? - F(ol,)lj. There is a vector (prn+r ,...,jgm+?+r) E 
I-2 i+l - (0) such that 
1 pm.ti~j(x,n+i) = 0, j = l,..., T, (4.1) 
i 
holds. Let J = {j E {l,..., r” + 1): pm+j # O}. Choose g E C(X), 11 g /I = 1 SO that 
gh+i) = sign Bm+i f  or every i E J and g(z+) = 0 for j = l,..., m. Let f  c C(X) 
be defined by 
f  (4 = g(x) (II z? - F(4 - I a(x) - F(mo , 41) + W, N E x. 
Then f(q) = yj for j = l,..., m and I/f - F(or,)lj < I/ 5 - F(m,,ll . I f  i + 1 E J 
then we can assume 
sign P,+i+l = skn(~(~~n+i+l) - F(a0 , xni+i+l))e 
Then if ? + 1 E J we obtain 1 f(bv,,,+i+l) - F(a,, , x,~+~+~)I = 11 d -F(a,)ll . I f  
r” + 1 $ J then there is a f  E {l,..., Y} n J so that 1 f (x,+j) - F(q, , .~,,~+,.+~)l = 
/I 77 - F(ao)ll . Hence I( f  - F(&l( = (I 6 - F(a,)(j and (*r,,l+j: j E J) C Mf-Fb,,) . 
Since 
for every j E J and F has property D, (4.1) implies 
min{(f (x) - F(olo, x)) (v(x) - F(q, , x)): x E M,-,,,O)} < 0 
for every v  E V*, so F(or,) is a best approximation to f.  But /If - d 11 < 
II v” - Qo)ll = Ilf - %,)ll . Th us d is a best approrcimation to f  equally. 
From Theorems 2 and 3 we obtain for the case of linear or rational approxima- 
tion: 
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THEOREM 4. Every f  E C(X) withf(xJ = yi for j = I,..., m has at most one 
best approximation ;f and only ;f  p( 01 is an interpolator?, Haar space for every ) 
a E P. 
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